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The dynamic structures in the wake of the Ahmed body with a 25◦ slant angle were investigated. It is well
established that the wake is dominated by two, counter rotating, streamwise vortex structures (C-pillar vortices).
The influence these vortices have on the flow over the slant back was altered by modifying the width of the body
between 60% to 120% of the standard width. The wake was measured using time-resolved particle-image
velocimetry in several streamwise and spanwise planes for a height-based Reynolds number of 2.6 × 104 . The
wake measurements were decomposed with a spectral proper orthogonal decomposition technique, revealing
two oscillatory modes. Firstly, the C-pillar vortical structures alternately contract and expand with a Strouhal
number of 0.24, mildly dependent on the width. Secondly, the boundary layers on the sides of the body separate
at the end of the body, forming shear layers with a dominant frequency of St = 2.30. Reducing the width of the
body to 60% rotates the symmetry axis of the shedding mode. Furthermore, changing the spacing between the Cpillar vortices, by changing the width of the body, alters the nature of the spanwise vortical structures that form
behind the base of the model. Intermediate width bodies produce two stable spanwise vortices. For wide bodies,
the flow remains separated over the entire slant, and the top spanwise vortex does not form. Rather, the flow over
the slant resembles a free shear layer with a Kelvin–Helmholtz-like instability leading to periodic shedding of
small-scale vortex structures. Conversely, for narrow bodies, this phenomenon is observed at the bottom of the
body and the lower spanwise vortex no longer forms while the flow over the slant remains attached.

1. Introduction
The Ahmed geometry [1] has been studied in depth over the last four
decades as a shape generalising the flow features of an automobile. A
vast quantity of literature, both experimental and computational, has
been produced with respect to the effect that slant angle has on the wake
and hence the body forces. The majority of these studies are focused on
the time-averaged wake, which is helpful to an extent, but can be
deceptive as the time-averaged flow can hide temporally-varying fea
tures [9,16] or produce unphysical results. Studying the instantaneous
flow is of importance in understanding the physical mechanisms at play.
This in turn is essential to tackling the problem of active flow control,
which has been shown as an effective method to influence the drag force
on this body [see 4, for a relevant review].
The major time-averaged structures in the wake of this geometry
have been defined by Ahmed et al. [1] (Fig. 1). They consist of a pair of

vortices formed as the flow separates at the rear of the model (labelled A
and B for the top and bottom vortices, respectively) which are tilted
downstream [36]. The dominant flow feature is a pair of streamwise
vortices (labelled C) that are formed as the flow in the side boundary
layers rolls over the slant edge. These counter-rotating, streamwise
vortices are often termed the ‘C-pillar’ vortices.
While there is agreement in the literature regarding the dominant
time-averaged flow structures present, there is significant scatter in re
sults for the wake dynamics. Part of this scatter may be ascribed to the
fact that, predominantly, point measurements have been used to probe
the wake around the body at a few select locations, often specific to
individual studies. In particular, coherent frequencies have been iden
tified at the front of the body [23], above the roof [41], over the slant
[21,23,29,30,20,38,41], and in several locations behind the base
[37,23,20,22,32,39,41,16,40].
In an attempt to reconcile the scatter observed in the dynamic data,
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similar large-scale streamwise vortex structures have been identified in
the wake of a high-speed train – a comparable bluff-body ground vehicle
geometry. Bell et al. [6] identified a cyclic process whereby one vortex
grows in size and moves upwards and outwards, while the other reduces
in size and moves downwards and inwards.
While the Reynolds number of the present study is orders of
magnitude smaller than that of road vehicles, the time-averaged largescale structures have been shown to compare well for Reynolds numbers
up to at least 0.2 × 106 [see, for example 10,25,27]. Some effects of the
Reynolds number will be evident when comparing these results to full
scale, for example, the streamwise diffusion of vorticity and the size of
any recirculation regions, however, the flapping mechanism is expected
to be more dependent on the geometry rather than the Reynolds number
[see, for example, 3, who show the wake topology behind an estate
vehicle at low Reynolds number to be qualitatively similar to that at high
Reynolds number, both in terms of time-averaged and instantaneous
features]. The attachment state of the flow over the rear slant is deter
mined by a coupling of the Reynolds number, the slant angle, and the
aspect ratio. The effect of the Reynolds number on various shedding
frequencies has been investigated by Zhang et al. [41]. For the basepressure mode which is of the most relevance here, they have shown
the frequency to initially increase as the size of the recirculation bubble
decreases, before asymptoting. No changes in the shedding physics for
this mode were noted in that study.
For a three-dimensional geometry such as a finite-width flat plate or
cylinder, the aspect ratio (span to chord or diameter) has been shown to
be an important parameter in determining the flow state [e.g. 28,19]
and controlling the interaction of vortices from different edges. The
aspect ratio is an important scaling parameter for other geometries, such
as insect wings [18,7], square and circular plates [12]. Grandemange
et al. [15] showed that the low-frequency bistability for the squarebacked Ahmed body was also dependent on the aspect ratio. For the
slanted Ahmed body, the effect of aspect ratio has been studied for the
time-averaged wake [35,8] showing a coupling between the aspect ratio
and the slant angle to determine the flow state. There exists a critical
combination of slant angle and aspect ratio which determines if the flow
reattaches over the slant, driven by the additional downwash of the Cpillar vortices. While Venning et al. [35] showed the influence of aspect
ratio on the time-averaged structures, the natural question arises
regarding the influence of aspect ratio on the wake dynamics.
Much of the recent focus in this research space has been on the bistable nature of the square-back Ahmed model, which has been shown
to exist in one of two asymmetric states [16,17,33,26]. This phenome
non is only observed in controlled laboratory environments, and the
switching frequency between these is extremely low such that this is
unlikely to be relevant to practical, full-scale vehicle aerodynamics.
While previous studies have provided the location of dominant
Strouhal numbers in relation to the body, as discussed, their association
with flow structures is often only inferred. This investigation focuses on
the wake of the Ahmed body and aims to reveal the specific flow
structures associated with dominant shedding modes and the variation
of these structures with aspect ratio. We present a detailed analysis of
the dynamics of the major structures in the wake using time-resolved
particle image velocimetry (TR-PIV) and associated modal de
compositions. By investigating the effect of changing body geometry on
dominant Strouhal numbers, we show how the time varying structures
are influenced by the relative strength of the C-pillar vortices. The paper
is structured as follows: firstly, the details regarding the experimental
setup are shown along with the modal decomposition tool. Secondly, the
results of the standard-width Ahmed model are described. Thirdly, the
effect of the aspect ratio on the dynamics is discussed, including a dis
cussion on the time-varying nature of the A- and B- spanwise vortical
structures. The paper concludes with a summary of the key findings.

Fig. 1. Time-averaged structures in the wake of the Ahmed body after Ahmed
et al. [1].

Fig. 2. Rear of the Ahmed body with PIV planes and coordinate system. The
origin is at the base of the rear surface of the model, in the symmetry plane. The
cross-stream plane (yz) is shown in red at a location of x/L = 0.2, the xz
symmetry plane is in blue. The narrowest (60%) and widest (120%) bodies are
indicated with the dotted lines.

Zhang et al. [41] conducted a comprehensive hot-wire study accompa
nied by flow visualisation and non-time-resolved PIV. They used a hotwire analysis to identify seven important frequencies and the origin of
each. They identified two frequencies above the roof emanating from
separation near the front of the body, two over the slant associated with
the separated shear-layer and hairpin vortices that form, two originating
from the upstream and downstream struts, and lastly, a single frequency
associated with the recirculating bubbles behind the base. They also
provided a conceptual model of the flow structures associated with these
frequencies. However, the point measurements from the hot-wire anal
ysis are uncorrelated in space and so the structure of these dynamic
systems can only be inferred. In this study, we provide the dominant
Strouhal numbers across the wake, downstream of the body, and addi
tionally give visualisations to aid in the understanding of the wake
dynamics.
While Zhang et al. [41] did not discuss any significant periodic
movement of the dominant C-pillar vortices, distinct dynamic modes of
2
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Fig. 3. Experimental setup for the cross-stream PIV acquisition.

Fig. 4. Eigenvalues of the dominant shedding frequency behind the standardwidth Ahmed body at x/L = 0.2. The horizontal (blue) and vertical (orange)
velocity components are included. The values are represented as a ratio of the
total, to indicate how much of the total variance is included in each mode.

Fig. 5. Spatial average of the power spectral densities of the spanwise (blue)
and vertical (orange) velocity fluctuations in the wake behind the standardwidth Ahmed body at various downstream positions (offset vertically). The
dominant peak is at St = 0.24 (based on height) for all downstream positions
and corresponds to the flapping oscillations of the large structures. Closest to
the body (lowest plot), there is a slight second peak at St = 2.4 corresponding to
the shear layer fluctuations.

Fig. 6. Power of the St = 0.24 frequency across the cross-stream plane at x/L =
0.2. Top figure is for the spanwise fluctuations (v) while the bottom figure is the
vertical fluctuations (w). The time-averaged vortex bounds Γ2 = ±2/π are
shown with contours for reference (dashed indicates negative rotation). The
markers indicate the locations for the time series in Fig. 7.

length. The free-stream turbulence level is less than 1% at the freestream speed investigated. Four Ahmed bodies were manufactured out
of Acetal at one-quarter geometric scale of the original study by Ahmed
et al. [1]. The widths of each body varied between 60% and 120% of the
standard width (Fig. 2) in order to investigate the sensitivity of the wake
dynamics to the aspect ratio of the body. The radii on the front end were

2. Experimental setup
The investigation was conducted in the recirculating free-surface
water channel of the Fluids Laboratory for Aeronautical and Industrial
Research (FLAIR) at Monash University. The water channel has a
working section of 600 mm in width, 800 mm in depth and 4000 mm in
3
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Fig. 7. POD-filtered timeseries at symmetric positions downstream of the Ahmed
body at x/L = 0.2. Top is spanwise velocity at y/W = ± 0.45, z/H = 0.15. Bottom is
vertical velocity at y/W = ± 0.25, z/H = 0.25. The blue timeseries is for positive y/
W positions, and the orange is for negative. The locations for the time series are
indicated by markers in Fig. 6. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

kept constant at 25 mm (26% of the standard body’s width) for each
body. Researchers have used various mounting configurations in pre
vious studies including: four airfoil struts [2]; the omission of struts
altogether for numerical studies [21]; four cylindrical struts [1], which
is the most common; or even no gap at all [40]. In this study, the bodies
were attached to a ground-plane through two symmetric airfoils
mounted on the model centre-line. This mounting configuration was
used to enable drag measurements for a separate study. The ground
plane, similar to that employed in previous studies [29], enabled the
generation of a thin boundary layer at the model. The ground plane had
a 4:1 elliptical leading edge and extended 4.2H (body heights) upstream
of the model. The freestream velocity was set to 0.37 m/s and the
Reynolds number based on the height of the body was 2.6 × 104 . This
setup has been validated for previous Ahmed body studies [35].
The TR-PIV system utilised a PCO Dimax S4 camera recording at 200
fps with resolution 2016 px × 1504 px. The camera imaged particles
(Vestosint, Germany) of mean diameter 56 μm and density 1.016 g/cm3
suspended in the flow and illuminated with a 5 W continuous wave laser
(CNI, China). The laser produced a continuous 3 mm diameter beam at
532 nm wavelength, which was directed through a planar-convex lens to
split the beam into a 3 mm thick sheet.
The images were analysed using in-house cross-correlation software
[13,24] with a final window size of 32 × 32 pixels and a 75% overlap. For
the cross-stream (yz) plane, the resultant vector fields contained Ny = 249
and Nz = 185 vectors. With a magnification factor of 13.1 px/mm, the
field of view was 2.1W × 1.6H and the vector pitch was 0.6mm (0.008H).
The streamwise (xz) plane had a magnification factor of 8.9 px/mm, and
the field of view was 0.9L × 2.0H with a vector pitch of 0.9 mm. The
uncertainty on the PIV measurements is approximately 1.5 mm/s which
corresponds to about 0.4% of the freestream velocity.
The cross-stream planes downstream of the model were acquired by
using a 45◦ mirror in the flow to allow imaging orthogonal to the yz laser
plane (Fig. 3). Care was taken to ensure minimal influence of the flow

Fig. 8. Phase of the first mode from the SVD decomposition of the St = 0.24
frequency across the cross-stream plane at x/L = 0.2. Top figure is for the
spanwise fluctuations while bottom figure is the vertical fluctuations. The timeaveraged vortex bounds Γ2 = ±2/π are shown with contours for reference
(dashed indicates negative rotation). The markers indicate the locations for the
time series in Fig. 7.

near the body [verified in 34]. For each downstream plane, located at x/
L = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4, 8000 images were acquired at a sampling
frequency of 200 fps, corresponding to more than 30 cycles of the
dominant frequency. The maximum resolvable frequency is the Nyquist
frequency of 100 Hz, which is a height-based Strouhal number of 20. For
the streamwise planes, the camera was placed orthogonal to the imaging
plane.
The velocity time-series in this paper have been filtered with a proper
orthogonal decomposition (POD) in order to extract the motions of only
the larger-scale features in the wake. The data was first decomposed into
orthogonal modes based on the energy of each mode. By reconstructing
the data onto a smaller subset of these modes, PIV error and small scale
fluctuations can be reduced [11]. Data processed this way are labelled in
the captions as ‘POD filtered’.
2.1. Spectral estimation
The global modes are visualised using a methodology similar to [5],
but using an additional decomposition, similar to the spectral POD
presented in Towne et al. [31]. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is applied
to the velocity data at every location in the spatial domain. This trans
form allows the dynamics at any one point to be investigated, as well as
how the amplitude and phase of any frequency varies across space. A
Welch periodogram with Hanning windows was used to investigate how
these frequencies varied in time as well. For each data set, the window
length N was 1024 points, representing 5.12 s or approximately 6 cycles
4
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Fig. 10. Cross-stream dynamics at x/L = 0.2 showing motion of the C-pillar
and corner vortices over a five second period. In order from top down: side
view, top view, rear view, and isometric view. The green plane represents the
relative location of the acquisition plane to the Ahmed body. Positively rotating
structures in reds and negatively rotating structures in blues. The C-pillar
vortices are the darker structures, the lighter structures are the corner vortices.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

of the dominant frequency. The shift between windows NS was 256
points. Given the time sequence is 8000 points, there are 35 windows
(T).
For each spatial location (j), and each window (t), the FFT of a ve
locity signal (xn ) is given by Eq. 1 with P and ϕ corresponding to the
power and phase of each sinusoidal component of the time series, and k
is the wavenumber.
( )
N− 1
∑
xn e− 2πikn/N
(1a)
Xjtk = F xjtk =

Fig. 9. Phase-averaged velocity (white) and filled contours of Γ2 at four posi
tions in the cycle (τ). The downstream position is x/L = 0.2 and the line weight
is proportional to the local velocity magnitude. Black contours represent the
time-averaged flow structures (Γ2=±2/π). Flow is towards the observer.

n=0

Pjtk =

√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
)2
)2
(
(
Re Xjtk + Im Xjtk

)
(
ϕjtk = Arg Xjtk ,
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Fourier coefficients and return a series of eigenmodes, the first being
most representative of the phase mode. The SVD factorizes the complex
field Φ (a matrix in which each column represents a different window (t)
of the phase of one frequency (ϕk ) – the size of this matrix is Ny Nz × Nw ),
decomposing it with:
Φ = LΣR

(3)

Which returns:
• L: a series of orthonormal eigenvectors of ΦΦT ; a square matrix with
Ny ⋅Nz columns
• Σ : Nw eigenvalues corresponding to how much of the variability in
Φ is accounted for in each mode, and
• R: a series of eigenvectors of ΦT Φ; a square matrix of size Nw × Nw
The Nw global modes are thus the projections of Φ onto the basis ei
genvectors, which are then normalized to provide meaningful values of
the magnitude:
Φ×R
||Φ × R||

The variance is given by the eigenvalues in Σ, which reflect how much of
the total variance is contained in each mode. This is given for a typical
case in Fig. 4. The first mode contains approximately 60% of the vari
ance, with subsequent modes having at most 10% each. Since the first
mode captures the majority of the variance, it is the only mode that will
be presented throughout this manuscript for each of the cases. The
higher order modes are corrections to this base mode.
This phase distribution for one frequency can then be plotted across
the spatial domain. Because all the PIV measurements in one plane are
simultaneous, the differences in phase across the domain is meaningful.
There is no fixed zero-phase point, so the figures have an arbitrary
reference. This means the phase differences between different bodies or
different downstream positions are not meaningful.

Fig. 11. Power (top) and phase (bottom) of the St = 2.30 mode of the spanwise
velocity fluctuations across the cross-stream plane at x/L = 0.05. The timeaveraged vortex bounds Γ2=±2/π are shown with contours for reference
(dashed indicates negative rotation).

3. Results

where Arg(Xjtk ) represents the principal value of the angle from the real
axis to a line from the origin to the complex number Xjtk , which, in a
(
)
practical sense, is atan2 Im(Xjtk ), Re(Xjtk ) .
The averaging across the Nw windows is straightforward for the
power:
Pjk =

Nw
1 ∑
Pjtk
Nw t=1

(4)

3.1. Cross-stream dynamics of the standard width Ahmed body
The velocity field in the cross-stream plane behind the standardwidth body is first analysed. The spectra of the velocity fluctuations
averaged over the yz plane at four streamwise positions are given in
Fig. 5 for this body. The spatial average of the spectra is the average of
the PSD from every velocity location in the yz plane. The spatial average
is used here to highlight the dominant global modes, rather than any
frequencies that are isolated in space. Both the vertical and spanwise
velocity fluctuations show a distinct peak at St = 0.24, with the height
used as the length-scale. The power of this peak indicates that this is the
dominant motion for this specific body, wake location, and Reynolds
number.

(2)

However, because the phase angle is constantly changing, a temporal
average of ϕjtk will not provide a representative view of the phase, in
fact, given enough t instances, the temporal average will be zero. Thus,
the singular value decomposition (SVD) was used to decompose the

Fig. 12. Frequency spectra (arbitrary power units) for each of the Ahmed models tested in various cross-stream planes. The spanwise and vertical components are
presented in blue and orange, respectively. The spectra at each downstream position has been shifted vertically for clarity, and is indicated on the right. The dominant
shedding frequency is mildly dependent on the body width, and is indicated by vertical lines at St = 0.23, 0.24, 0.24, and 0.27 for the four bodies respectively.
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Fig. 13. Power and phase distributions behind the four Ahmed bodies for the dominant frequency. The four rows are: power distribution of the spanwise velocity,
phase difference of the spanwise velocity, power distribution of the vertical velocity and the phase difference of the vertical velocity.

Fig. 6 shows the global mode, i.e. the spatial distribution, of the
amplitude associated with the St = 0.24 frequency. For the spanwise
fluctuations, v (top), this frequency is strong behind the lower corners of
the body, as well as behind the center of the back surface. The timeaveraged vortex bounds, given by contours of the Γ2 criterion [14],
are given in Fig. 6 to show the location of the major structures in the
wake. Venning et al. [35] give the full spatial evolution of these timeaveraged structures. Note that the corner vortices are likely to be
stronger in this setup due to the lack of struts near the sides of the body.
Fig. 6 (b) shows that the St = 0.24 frequency is also strong in the vertical
fluctuations (w) just under and inside the C-pillar vortices.
Probing two points in these high-amplitude regions (indicated by the
blue and orange circle markers in Fig. 6) reveals the scale and phase of
the velocity fluctuations, and Fig. 7 gives the timeseries of the velocity
signals at these symmetric locations. These timeseries have been filtered
with the POD to remove the small-scale fluctuations and experimental
noise. The spanwise velocity timeseries fluctuate in phase, while the
vertical velocity fluctuates half a period out of phase. This phase shift
can be quantified from the phase angle returned by the FFT (Eq. 1c).
Fig. 8 is the first mode from the SVD on the phase data, showing that this
pattern is consistent across the whole wake, with Fig. 8 (a) being sym
metric about the y/W = 0 line, and Fig. 8 (b) being anti-symmetric about
that line. Physically, the phase patterns depicted in Fig. 8 describe flow
structures that are simultaneously moving in phase together in the
spanwise direction (as a serpentine mode) while moving alternately in
the vertical direction.

The TR-PIV instances were phase-averaged based on the dominant
St = 0.24 frequency. The time-averages of each bin are plotted in
Fig. 9. The lower part of each C-pillar vortex alternately moves
downwards. At the same time, the corner vortex is pushed outboard
and upwards, causing the spanwise velocity fluctuations seen in the
lower corners of Fig. 6 (a). The top of the C-pillar vortex is stable in
time due to the fixed location of the roll-up over the C-pillars. The
streamwise element of the B-vortex, which sits below the C-pillar
vortices, alternately grow and contract with the same period.
This motion can also be visualised through the use of a threedimensional space–time plot. Here, the y and z axes of the plot
correspond to the y and z spatial axes and the x axis of the plot denotes
time. This shows how the structures vary in space, through time. The
data is first filtered using a POD filter. The reconstruction is based on
the three most energetic modes, which was found to reproduce the
high-energy motions of the key structures without introducing the
small-scale structures and error. Fig. 10 shows one such space–time
plot, generated from TR-PIV data at x/L = 0.2. Time progresses to the
right of each figure, except for the third figure, where time increases
out of the page. The dominant frequency seen in the FFT analysis
manifests itself in variations in the locations of the major structures.
The only element of the flow structures depicted in Fig. 10 that does
not vary significantly in time is the top of the C-pillar vortices, which
remain stationary at z/H = 0.75. The bottom of the C-pillar vortex, on
the other hand, strengthens and expands downwards and outwards.
This occurs periodically (at St = 0.24) and when it occurs, the
7
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Fig. 15. Instantaneous wake of the 60% and 120% width models. Streamlines
in black and contours of Γ1 in colour with red indicating positive (clockwise)
rotation and blue indicating negative (counter-clockwise) rotation. The overlaid
streamlines are indicative of the local flow direction only.

sides of the body. These are seen in the spanwise component of the
velocity, but not the vertical, since the vortices are oriented vertically.
Fig. 11 shows the power and phase of this mode in the spanwise velocity.
The energy is concentrated in line with the sides of the body. The phase
indicates that these are fluctuating in-phase between 0.2 < z/H < 0.7,
and also across either side of the body. This observation suggests
communication between the sides of the body. While frequencies of this
magnitude were observed by Zhang et al. [41] and were attributed to the
shedding off the front struts, our case presents a different view. Since the
struts for the present study are in the centre-plane, away from the edges,
and as the mode shape suggests, this frequency is due to the shear layer
vortices.

Fig. 14. Distribution of the locations of the maximum (red, clockwise) and
minimum (blue, counter-clockwise) of the Γ1 field at y/W = 0 highlighting the
variation of the cores of the A- and B-vortices, respectively, as the aspect ratio
is varied.

3.3. Effects of aspect ratio
A similar cross-stream analysis was performed for the four varyingwidth bodies. The spatial average of the power spectra are given in
Fig. 12 which shows the dominant peak changes only slightly with
aspect ratio, from St = 0.23 for the 60% body to St = 0.27 for the 120%
width. If these oscillations were driven by a von Kármán type instability
from shedding from the side edges, the shedding frequency would be
expected to scale linearly with the width. As a consequence, the body’s
height appears to be the dominant length scale and hence was used for
non-dimensionalising the frequency.
The modes for the dominant oscillations are given in Fig. 13 with the
first two rows corresponding to the power and phase distributions of v,
followed by the power and phase distributions of w. The three widest
bodies show similar characteristics in the mode shapes, specifically, they
are symmetric in phase for v but anti-symmetric for w. The narrowest

following happen:
•
•
•
•
•

the base of the C-pillar vortex moves outboard,
the corner vortex is shifted upwards and outboard,
the opposite C-pillar vortex is contracted to its minimum extent,
the opposite corner vortex is shifted downwards and inboard, and
the streamwise element of recirculation region B is significantly
strengthened below the opposite C-pillar vortex.

3.2. Shear-layer vortices
At the closest plane to the body (x/L = 0.05), the modal analysis
detects the shear layer vortices emanating from the separated flow at the
8
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respectively. For each instance in time, the core location of each vortex
was extracted using the Γ1 criteria. This data is presented as a twodimensional histogram (by colour intensity) for each body tested in
Fig. 14, and can be interpreted as the likelihood of the core being located
at each position. Red indicates the location of the A-vortex, while the
blue is the B-vortex.
For the narrowest body (60%), the upper A-vortex is moderately
stable in time, reflecting a steady recirculatory vortex structure. The Bvortex location, however, is spread out over a longer, narrower down
stream extent, indicating that this may be more similar to the shedding
of shear-layer vortices than a standing vortex. Fig. 15 shows an instan
taneous snapshot of the velocity field supporting this hypothesis.
For the 80% and 100% cases, the two vortices are tighter in spatial
variation and closer to the body than the separated shear layers of the
60% and 120% bodies. This indicates the presence of two stable recir
culation regions and the proximity to the body could indicate a higher
drag coefficient (since the low pressure cores will be close to the body).
The rear stagnation point between the two vortices tends to move up
wards with increasing aspect ratio, corresponding to the weakening
influence of the C-pillar vortices in maintaining the downwash [35].
For the widest case (120%), both vortices show higher scatter in their
core location, indicating increased motion of the structures. The B-vor
tex is in a similar position to the 80% body, but the A-vortex is now
spread along in the manner similar to that of a shear layer. As the body
gets wider, the centre-plane flow becomes more like that behind a twodimensional body, and the separated flow over the slant causes the Avortex to be much weaker. Fig. 15 shows an instantaneous view of shear
layer vortices emanating from the top of the slant, where the flow sep
arates from the body.
The mode shape for the vertical component of the velocity is given in
Fig. 16 for each geometry. For the narrowest body the intensity is close
to the ground plane, downstream of the B-vortex. As the width increases,
and the downwash is less effective at maintaining attached flow, the
intensity of this region moves upward. At the widest body, the power
distribution is concentrated in the separated shear layer behind the
slant, but for each case there is still energy near z/H = 0.1, that is,
behind the B-vortex.
4. Conclusions
The influence of the width of the Ahmed body on the dynamics of
both large- and small-scale structures has been investigated using TRPIV. A spectral decomposition reveals the motion of the vortical struc
tures to be dominated by a transverse and vertical oscillation of the basepressure region at St = 0.24 for the standard width body. This mode is
symmetric in the spanwise velocity oscillations, and anti-symmetric in
the vertical velocity oscillations, implying that the vortical structures are
moving side-to-side, and the energy is concentrated below the C-pillar
vortices. Interestingly, similar dynamics were identified by Bell et al. [6]
in the wake of a high-speed train, suggesting that the phenomenon is
somewhat insensitive to geometry. The shear-layer oscillations as the
boundary layers separate from the sides of the body were observed in the
near wake at a frequency of St = 2.30.
Four geometries were used with widths ranging from 60% to 120% of
the standard Ahmed body geometry. Increasing the spacing between the
C-pillar vortices reduced their influence to control the flow over the back
slant. The shedding frequency of the principal motion of the vortical
structures was only mildly dependent on the body width, and the modal
analysis revealed a change in the shedding plane for the narrowest body.
However, the top and bottom shear layers do vary according to the
reattachment of the flow over the slant. For the narrowest case, there is
an unsteady shear layer underneath the body, while the A vortex is
stable due to the attached flow over the slant. For the widest case, the
flow is separated over the entire slant, leading to a shear layer at the top,
and a stable B vortex at the base. For the two intermediate widths, both
A- and B-vortices are stable.

Fig. 16. Power of the vertical velocity fluctuations of the dominant frequency
for each of the four bodies at y/W = 0. The intensity of the mode shape moves
upward with increasing width.

case, however, shows the opposite situation: the spanwise serpentine
mode is now a symmetrically-reflectant mode, ie. the velocity on both
sides of the body moves outboards or inboards in-phase. This mode shift
may be attributable to the fact that the 60% width body is the only
geometry that is taller than it is wide, indicating that the symmetry
plane of the dominant shedding mode is dictated by the orientation of
the largest dimension.
While the differences in the cross-stream dynamics were minor
except for the narrowest body, several differences were observed in the
streamwise data, particularly in the motion of the A and B vortices,
which are formed as the flow separates from the slant and base,
9
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The elucidation of the dynamics of these large-scale wake structures
provides some insight into the time-varying forces on the body. The
distinct periodic movements of these vortices suggests that they may be
effectively targeted by active flow control techniques, not only to alter
the forces on the body, but also to minimise wake fluctuations which can
reduce the impact of ground vehicles such as high-speed trains on the
surrounding environment.
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